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Floor tailored to needs

· Easy combinations

· Quick and simple assembly

· Robust and durable

· Low-noise

· Stepping safety and anti-slip  
  character
 

As flexible as a modular system
When it comes to floors in pig farming, you need reliable grates. Through pro-
prietary manufacturing, WEDA provides a complete range of grates that generate 
extraordinary comfort for animals. They ensure stepping safety, a comfortable 
temperature and feature rounded edges, which is particularly positive for small 
claws. The slot widths correspond to the requirements in the farrowing and flat 
deck areas. All WEDA grates can be combined without issue – just like with a 
construction kit system.

Our open, partially closed and entirely closed plastic grates made of polypropy-
lene for sows and piglets are easily and quickly installed. In addition, they are 
durable and particularly robust. Polypropylene as a material is also low-noise, 
which makes for a more quiet pig house. This means that the grates help to keep 
sleeping piglets undisturbed, contributing vitally to increased animal welfare.

The grates achieve a maximum of hygiene since they can be cleaned quickly and 
easily with a high-pressure cleaner. Their stepping safety and anti-slip character 
reduce the risk of injury to a minimum. 

Optional skirt boards generate a clean finish.
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It‘s all in the details
Thanks to their various details, WEDA grates provide a great degree of stepping 
safety for sows when getting up and lying down. They also allow piglets to stand 
safely. This makes WEDA grates the ideal addition for modern pig farming. They 
fulfill maximum requirements for successful sow and piglet raising and simulta-
neously promote animal welfare.

WEDA grates are easy to clean. The conical shape of the bars ensures that there 
are no edges behind which a water jet could not reach. High-pressure cleaners 
remove dirt deposits without issue.

Thanks to the handy double bars, the grids can easily cut to the desired ideal 
dimension. This achieves stability in the remaining grates and saves material 
and waste.

In addition, the grates are equipped with a locking device. It ensures that the 
floor plates remain in the right position.  

Double bars provide individual cut sizes if requiredCross-section: no residues during cleaning thanks to the conical 
shape

· Double bars for easy size   
  adjustment

· Sound hygiene

· Easy to clean 

· With locking device
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WEDA flooring

Great foothold Sow grates 400 x 400 mm partially closed (6 % slot proportion)

Combination with cast grates and floor plate Piglet grates 1,000 x 500 mm (flat deck)
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Piglet grates

WEDA piglet grates 600 x 400 mm; up to 110 kg animal weight max. WEDA piglet grates 800 x 500 mm; up to 110 kg animal weight max.

Note: The second dimension is always the span width = length x width

WEDA piglet grates Height 
(in mm)

Slot width 
(average; in mm)

Bar width 
(average; in mm)

Animal weight max.
per plate (in kg)

Slot proportion
(in %)

600 x 400 mm, green (open) 40 10 10 110 39

600 x 400 mm, green (closed) 40 --- --- 110 ---

800 x 500 mm, green (open) 40 10 10 110 39

1,000 x 500 mm, green (open) 40 10 10 60
(flat deck)

39

1,000 x 500 mm, green (partially 
closed)

40 --- --- 60
(flat deck)

< 10

800 x 500 mm, green, for corridor 
areas (closed)

40 --- --- --- 0
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WEDA sow grates 400 x 600 mm; up to 350 kg animal weight max.

WEDA flooring

The plates are positioned against each other and then simply shifted 
to interlock. This generates a high degree of stability.

PVC heating plates in various sizes
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WEDA sow grates 400 x 400 mm; up to 350 kg animal weight max.

Note: The second dimension is always the span width = length x width

Sow grates

WEDA sow grates 800 x 400 mm; up to 350 kg animal weight max.

WEDA sow grates Height 
(in mm)

Slot width 
(average; in mm)

Bar width 
(average; in mm)

Animal weight max. 
per plate (in kg)

Slot proportion
(in %)

400 x 600 mm, green (open) 46 10 12 350 35

800 x 400 mm, green (open) 46 10 12 350 35

400 x 400 mm, green (open) 46 10 12 350 35

400 x 400 mm, green (partially closed 
6 %)

46 10 12 350 6

400 x 300 mm, green 
(open; without illustration)

46 10 12 350 35

400 x 200 mm, green  
(open; without illustration)

46 10 12 350 35
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